REFLECTION 1: ADAPTATION
Climate Change Adaptation Law: Is There Such a Thing?
Benoit Mayer
Responses to climate change are (mainly) of two sorts. Some responses aim at mitigating
climate change by reducing GHG emissions and enhancing sinks and reservoirs of GHGs.
Others aim at adapting to the impacts of climate change.
The UNFCCC’s ultimate objective is unmistakably a mitigation objective — to stabilize
GHG concentrations in the atmosphere ‘at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system’.1 This objective mentions adaptation as a
natural phenomenon and a benchmark to determine what is ‘dangerous’: climate change
mitigation should be achieved ‘within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt
naturally to climate change’.2 The UNFCCC mentions adaptation as a policy goal in other
provisions on principles3 and commitments,4 but clearly the emphasis is elsewhere.
Nonetheless, adaptation has been the subject of increasing emphasis ever since the Bali
Action Plan and the Cancun Agreements called for ‘enhanced action’ in this domain.5 The
Paris Agreement adopts, along with its mitigation and finance objectives, the objective of
‘Increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change’.6 A dedicated article,
Article 7, specifies ‘the global goal … of enhancing adaptive capacity, strengthening
resilience and reducing vulnerability to climate change’.7 These provisions were agreed to at
the request of developing states, as part of ‘package deals’ providing for enhanced mitigation
commitments applicable to developing states.8
This increasing emphasis on adaptation has come with little clarity about the meaning and
implications of this concept. Treaty provisions and COP decisions suggest that adaptation is
neither remedial, nor substantive, thus raising questions as to what precisely legal provisions
on adaptation aim to achieve. In fact, most provisions on climate change adaptation range
from hortatory to nugatory, imposing few if any obligations on states. On the domestic plane,
it is noteworthy that virtually no state has adopted any laws on climate change adaptation;
states, rather, have mainstreamed climate change adaptation in their efforts on various aspects
of sustainable development.
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This chapter aims to review existing or nascent debates on climate change adaptation and the
law. The first section looks at debates about what adaptation means. The second section
distinguishes between two ways to approach the relation between climate change adaptation
and the law, namely as either the adaptation of the law or as the adoption of adaptation laws.
The third section questions the existence of an adaptation law, while the fourth considers
whether such a law should be created.
1. What Is Adaptation?
The IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report defines adaptation as ‘The process of adjustment to
actual or expected climate and its effects’ in order ‘to moderate or avoid harm or exploit
beneficial opportunities.’9 This definition was changed from the IPCC’s previous definition
of adaptation in order to reflect what the IPCC presents as ‘progress in science’.10 The Fourth
Assessment Report defined adaptation as measures ‘to reduce the vulnerability’ of human
systems.11 This left open the question of the inclusion of measures on human migration,
displacement, and relocation, which aim at reducing exposure rather than vulnerability.12 The
new definition clarifies that adaptation includes any measure that seeks to reduce the harm
caused by climate change.
Early international policy debates sometimes featured mitigation and adaptation as competing
priorities, or otherwise approached adaptation as merely a natural phenomenon.13 In contrast,
it is now largely accepted that adaptation policies are an essential complement to mitigation
action.14 It also well accepted that adaptation could be prompted ‘through complementary
actions across levels, from individuals to Governments’.15 The IPCC and scholars have
highlighted the complementary roles of national and sub-national governments, the private
sector, communities, households, and civil society in promoting adaptation.16 The law may
have a role to play as part of a patchwork of governmental and other adaptation actions.
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Thus, Jan McDonald describes adaptation as ‘a mix of strategies ranging from the
technological, to the social and behavioural, to the managerial’.17 Like others, she suggests
that legislation could be part of these measures.18 In her view, ‘Regulatory interventions
become even more important when future climate impacts are potentially irreversible or the
costs of preventive measures are significantly lower than longer-term remedial efforts’.19 She
suggests that ‘Legislation is the best tool for erecting the legal architecture to support fiscal
policies for adaptation, such as subsidies, rebates and other incentives.’20
As Craig has noted, ‘climate change adaptation law and policy … cannot be
preservationist’.21 Adaptation is not just about preserving society as it is, but about
transforming it. Therefore, adaptation implies value-based judgments about what our
transformed societies ought to be like — or, more concretely, about what needs to be
protected from the impacts of climate change (eg, human lives, property, or ecological
resources) with what level of priority and at what costs, and what can be forfeited. Adaptation
typically consists in an arbitrage between different types of resources or different levels of
risk. Societies may have different levels of readiness and ability to pay for measures that
reduce casualties; they may also have different perceptions on the need to invest large
amounts of resources to avoid a small change of disastrous consequences.22 Consequently,
adaptation is not a purely technical matter best decided by scientists;23 it implies inherently
political choices which are best made through participatory and deliberative processes.24
It is difficult, perhaps even impossible, to delimit the scope of adaptation action. Craig justly
observes that ‘adaptation measures can be as broad-ranging as the scope of climate change
impacts’.25 These impacts, Craig highlights, are ‘ever-changing, often unpredictable, and
subject to feedback mechanisms that may not be completely understood and that may change
over time, often leading to nonlinear alterations of ecosystems and their services.’26
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Consequently, measures on climate change adaptation could extend to many different aspects
of regulation. In practice, adaptation action often relates to areas of governance typically
associated with sustainable development, touching on issues of land-use planning,
agricultural policies, construction standards, freshwater management, poverty alleviation,
public health policies, ecological conservation, and so on.27
Determining the scope of climate change adaptation raises questions about what can be
attributed to climate change. Contemporary debates on climate change adaptation are often
influenced by scientific studies that seek to attribute specific weather events to anthropogenic
climate change.28 One must keep in mind, however, that these studies are not uncontroversial
in scientific circles. Critical voices have warned against the simplistic and misleading
conclusions echoed in the media. Greg Lusk, for instance, has noted that ‘The attribution of
specific events just doesn’t have the purported social benefits that motivate its use and
development’;29 in particular, event attribution ‘is unlikely to substantially contribute to
litigation or adaptation’.30 As event attribution is probabilistic, it can seldom determine that a
weather event could not have occurred but for climate change. In any case, the consequences
of a weather event on a given society depend not only on the physical event, but also on that
society’s vulnerability and exposure to such events. Most of the time, observed variations in
the impacts from extreme weather events have more to do with social, economic,
demographic, and other factors, than with climate change.31
2. Adaptation of the Law and Adoption of Adaptation Laws
The law relates to climate change adaptation in various ways.32 Firstly, it can hinder
adaptation when it imposes a stability in social relations (eg, contracts) that prevents
spontaneous adaptation efforts. Thus, Arnold suggests that ‘Legal systems typically have not
done a very good job at facilitating flexible responses to extraordinary situations that have
many causes and effects and are continually changing.’33 Secondly, legal norms can facilitate
adaptation by introducing ‘more flexibility’ to allow actors to adapt.34 For instance, as
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freshwater resources are set to change in previously unpredictable ways, their sharing among
or within states will often need to be renegotiated. Lastly, the law may incorporate new rules
and principles aimed at promoting adaptation, in particular by regulating activities such as
urban development or construction standards to reduce vulnerability and exposure to the
impacts of climate change.
Ruhl and Salzman have argued that the need to adapt to climate change challenges the
assumption of stationarity underlying the law: in various aspects of governance, new norms
can no longer seek merely to address problems of the past.35 Therefore, climate change
adaptation will require the adaptation of various fields of the law, such as environmental law,
water law, and land-use law,36 or for instance with regard to littoral property rights.37 Wenta,
McDonald, and McGee note that the adaptation of the law will take place through new
legislation, but also possibly through the evolution of legal concepts and doctrines, including
through precedents, for instance in the common law of negligence.38
The observation that the law must adapt to climate change may appear obvious, almost banal.
After all, the law is not cast in stone; it is constantly evolving in response to changes in the
societies, economies, and environments in which it applies. Yet, climate change adaptation
may call for more systematic evolution — not just a one-off reform, but a reform towards a
more adaptive law, one which allows more discretion in the application of pre-existing rules
when circumstances have changed.39 As will be seen, adaptation law often consists in rules
and processes that ensure that legal and policy reforms are contemplated on a regular basis.
Beside the adaptation of existing laws, a more controversial question concerns the need to
adopt laws dedicated to climate change adaptation40 — and, more broadly, the need to create
a new field of law41 or policy,42 or new institutions,43 rather than simply mainstreaming
certain considerations in existing fields and institutions. This debate has been had in relation
to climate change adaptation in general, but also in relation to particular aspects of it, for
instance in response to calls to treat ‘climate disasters’ or ‘climate migration’ as distinct
governance issues. The next two sections look at the debate from two different perspectives:
firstly, the law as it is (lex lata), and then the law as it ought to be (lex ferenda).
3. Is There a Law on Climate Change Adaptation?
The literature on climate change adaptation and the law sometimes merely assumes that there
is something that can be called an ‘adaptation law’.44 Some authors concede the ‘inherent
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difficulty’ that ‘adaptation measures have to be implemented through a wide range of
policies’,45 but they carry on talking about ‘adaptation law’ as a distinct set of rules and
principles.46 They quickly run into difficulties when trying to identify these rules and
principles, irrespective of whether they are looking at international or domestic law.
A. Looking for International Legal Norms on Climate Change Adaptation
Verschuuren suggests that adaptation law ‘originates at the international level’.47 This
hypothesis is presumably based on the understanding that adaptation should pursue a
remedial function — holding some states responsible for the expenses faced by others as a
consequence of the impacts of climate change. But Verschuuren’s interest lies with the law as
it is: he contends that the UNFCCC imposes an ‘impressive list of adaptation duties’.48
These duties may exist, but the list is hardly impressive. The main commitment on adaptation
arising from the UNFCCC, under Article 4(1)(b), is to ‘formulate, implement, publish and
regularly update national … programmes containing … measures to facilitate adequate
adaptation to climate change’49 — an obligation which is vague and undemanding. Nor does
the UNFCCC contain particularly impressive provisions on financial support for adaptation.
Under Article 4(4), Annex II country parties commit to ‘assist the developing country Parties
that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change in meeting costs of
adaptation to these effects’,50 but this provision does not require Annex II parties to cover all
the costs of adaptation,51 nor does it create any obligation for any Annex II party to pay any
specific amount.52
Verschuuren’s optimistic view is shared by scholars who have hailed Article 7 of the Paris
Agreement as ‘a significant step forward’53 and the foundation of ‘a new framework or
regime’54 on climate change adaptation. Here again, this supposed vindication of an
international law on climate change adaptation is not supported by a dispassionate reading of
the treaty. The only provisions of Article 7 that are phrased as obligations are vague and
largely duplicative of the UNFCCC: they require parties, ‘as appropriate’, to ‘engage in
adaptation planning processes’ and, if they submit an adaptation communication, to update it
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‘periodically’.55 The treaty proclaims a ‘global goal on adaptation’, but this goal is defined in
terms that essentially reiterate the definition of adaptation;56 overall, it is not translated into
any specific legal norm. Nor does the Paris Agreement impose any effective obligation on its
parties to fund adaptation in developing states. Lyster justly identifies ‘a very wide gap
between the rhetoric of the Agreement and the reality of the funding available to achieve [its
adaptation] goals.’57 Likewise, Bodansky notes that ‘Most of the provisions on adaptation and
means of implementations are expressed, not as legal obligations, but rather as
recommendations, expectations or understandings.’58
B. Looking for Domestic Legal Norms on Climate Change Adaptation
By contrast to Verschuuren, some scholars note the paucity of international norms on
adaptation and assume that rules and principles on climate change adaptation are to be found
instead in domestic law. When adaptation is viewed not as a matter of compensation (by
responsible states) but rather as a matter of protection (by territorially competent states), it is
a matter that falls naturally within the realm of domestic law rather than international law.
Peel points out that adaptation is ‘naturally suited to consideration at a local level’ since ‘the
benefits of adaptation measures tend to be quite localised’.59 Banda similarly asserts that
‘adaptation is still largely treated as a local matter’.60
Evidence of law-making at the local level, however, is lacking: in sharp contrast to the
proliferation of laws on climate change mitigation, states have virtually no laws dedicated to
climate change adaptation. A database of 2,062 laws and policies on climate change contains
only one document which it considers to be on ‘adaptation’ — a blueprint for development
adopted by Kiribati.61 Some states have adopted policies on climate change adaptation, or
policies that include considerations for climate change adaptation,62 but the author is not
aware of any statute specifically on climate change adaptation. The UK’s Climate Change
Act contains a few procedural provisions on adaptation, essentially setting up a mechanism to
assess climate-related risks and adopt policy objectives.63 Kenya’s Climate Change Act
mentions adaptation as among the areas in which the government must define policy
objectives and in which actions under a domestic Climate Change Fund can be financed.64
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But these few allusions to climate change adaptation here and there do not create a
comprehensive legal field.
The paucity of dedicated international or domestic legal instruments does not mean that no
legal reform is taking place to foster climate change adaptation. Massey and colleagues
revealed a rapid diffusion of policy objectives on climate change adaptation, especially in
European countries.65 States have been reporting on their strategy for climate change
adaptation, especially when this has allowed them to apply for international funding, for
instance through the National Adaptation Programmes of Action under the Kyoto Protocol.66
Four out of five Intended Nationally Determined Contributions included an adaptation
component.67
States are adopting and implementing strategies on climate change adaptation, but they are
doing so by mainstreaming adaptation in existing laws and policies rather than by creating a
separate legal, policy, or institutional field.68 Thus, McDonald has showed that statutory
reforms implemented in various Australian states and territories to prepare for sea-level rise
rely on ‘the interplay of land use planning, coastal management, climate change, emergency
management and, in some cases, conservation laws … Regulation is split across these
sectoral boundaries’.69 She concludes that ‘all of the legislative responses to projected sealevel rise involve refinements to existing frameworks rather than entirely new statutory
schemes.’70 While adaptation is thus being mainstreamed in various legal fields, it does not
constitute a distinct legal field.
4. Should There Be a Law on Adaptation?
Few scholars have questioned the need for a dedicated set of rules and principles on climate
change adaptation.71 A common assumption has been that the urgency of climate change
adaptation necessarily implies that ‘a new legal framework’72 has to be created — as if the
adoption of dedicated laws is either the only way, or necessarily the ‘best tool’,73 for public
authorities to prompt adaptation action. However, the appropriateness of dedicated laws has
been debated in more specific contexts, for instance in relation to putative norms on ‘climate
migration’ or ‘climate disaster’.
The following looks at the desirability of a law on climate change adaptation, first on the
domestic plane and then at the international level.
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A. A domestic Law on Climate Change Adaptation?
Using the contrived notion of ‘horse law’, Ruhl and Salzman have showed that applying the
law to an issue does not necessarily involve the creation of a distinct legal field — no unique
rules and principles arise when the law is applied to activities whose only commonality is that
they involve horses.74 Ruhl and Salzman consider that climate change adaptation requires
reforms to take place across various existing legal fields. They note that ‘Most of law and
legal institutions will see climate change adaptation as just another set of challenging issues
to work through the system’.75 Land law, for instance, has already imposed restrictions on
developments for various purposes; ‘Climate change adaptation would just be a new
purpose.’76 In these circumstances, it would make little sense to entrust a specialized agency
or a self-contained piece of legislation with climate change adaptation.77 If adaptation law
was to be a distinct legal field, in Ruhl and Salzman’s view, it should be limited to ‘a
procedural overlay’,78 which would aim to promote effective and equitable adaptation
outcomes but would otherwise rely on the substantive rules and principles defined in other
legal fields.
This sensible reasoning should apply, it seems, not only to adaptation as a whole, but also to
particular aspects of it. Various authors have noted that climate change affects patterns of
human migration and, on this basis, they have argued for specific legal rules and principles to
protect ‘climate migrants’ or otherwise address ‘climate migration’.79 As discussed by
Nicholson in this volume, such arguments face a conceptual problem: the migration of a
person cannot be shown to be caused by climate change.80 Overall, these arguments lack
normative traction: whether a person’s migration can be attributed to climate change is not
relevant in assessing the protection this person needs, or deserves — there is no reason for
states to prioritize the protection of a population of ‘climate migrants’ over that of other
migrants (or forced migrants, or other populations of migrants characterized by particular
protection needs).81 Existing human rights instruments apply to any population of migrants; if
these instruments fail to protect certain rights, this failure is not specific to ‘climate
74
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migration’.82 Nor is there any evidence that a discourse on ‘climate migration’ is effective
from an advocacy perspective — it could just as well create more confusion, thus hindering
the acceptance of political arguments for the protection of migrants’ rights.83
Arguments about ‘climate disasters’84 run into similar issues. The concept is as perplexing as
‘climate migration’: to talk meaningfully about a ‘climate disaster’, one would need not only
to attribute an extreme weather event to climate change (which, itself, is problematic), but
also to attribute the disaster to this weather event, thus downplaying the concurrent role of
exposure and vulnerability.85 But even leaving questions of attribution aside, the usefulness
of this concept is not at all clear. There is no doubt that climate change ‘will greatly
accentuate disaster risks, putting even more stress on disaster response systems’,86 and this
should certainly be taken into account, for instance, when a state decides how to allocate
resources to disaster preparedness. Yet, there does not seem to be any reason why a ‘potential
legal duty to deal with climate-related disaster risks’87 would differ from states’ general
disaster-risk-management obligations arising, in particular, from international human rights
law.88 Arguments that have been made for the creation of a ‘climate disaster law’ have
neither demonstrated that disasters can be attributed to climate change, nor that they ought to
be treated differently from other disasters.89
This line of argument could extend to countless other aspects of climate change adaptation.
That climate change impacts a lot of ‘things’ does not mean that it creates ‘climate-impacted
things’ that are distinguishable and ought to be distinguished from other ‘things’.
McCormack convincingly argues that biological diversity needs to be protected when it is
under stress, but this applies equally and indifferently to all stressors, notwithstanding any
relation they may have with climate change.90 Faure makes an interesting case for
compensation as a tool of social protection in the event of a disaster as a tool for climate
change adaptation, but this argument should be made in relation to any disaster, rather than
solely in the context of climate change.91 The impact of climate change on public health does
not justify the development of a new field of climate-related public health law.92 The
82
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protection of human rights and the environment is not a wheel that needs to be re-invented ‘in
the context of climate change’. Climate change may (and, arguably, should) lead to a political
awakening about the shortfalls of existing governance — for instance about the lack of
effective protection of the human rights of migrants or the shortcomings of disaster
preparedness — but the solution to these issues does not lie in more categorization and
compartmentalization.
Thus, at the domestic level, climate change adaptation is best addressed by adapting existing
legal frameworks rather than by creating new ones. If there ought to be specific rules on
climate change adaptation at all, this should be, as Ruhl and Salzman suggest, limited to a
thin procedural overlay.93
B. An International Law on Climate Change Adaptation?
Unlike mitigation action, action on climate change adaptation is, as noted above, typically a
domestic matter94 — a state’s adaptation outcomes do not usually depend on another state’s
adaptation efforts. Admittedly, international cooperation (typically in a regional context) may
be needed to protect transboundary resources, or resources situated in areas beyond national
jurisdiction, from the impacts of climate change.95 Yet, for the reasons given in the previous
subsection, such transboundary impacts are better addressed under existing resource-specific
legal frameworks (eg, treaties on the sharing of transboundary freshwater resources)96 or else
under new resource-specific legal frameworks (eg, new treaties on the management of
transboundary aquifers)97 rather than under international instruments on climate change
adaptation. There may be a need to reform regional and international instruments in order to
take the impacts of climate change into account (ie, to adapt existing law), but probably not to
adopt new, dedicated legal frameworks.
Banda has argued that adaptation is ‘an international public good requiring international
cooperation’.98 This argument could be supported by the recognition of states’ complex
interdependence: in a world where ‘multiple channels connect societies, … the distinction
between domestic and foreign issues becomes blurred’.99 States already recognize the
international community’s interest in ensuring that every state protects the human rights of its
own citizens100 and (albeit to a lesser extent) the environment within its own territory.101
Arguably, this implies an interest of the international community in ensuring that every state
93
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adapts to climate change in ways that ensure the protection of human rights and of the
environment. On the other hand, states have also recognized emphatically the prohibition of
interference in ‘matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state’,102
as well as the right of all peoples to self-determination.103 We must make sure that state
sovereignty is not sacrificed on the altar of human rights.
There is a risk that the project of an international law on climate change adaptation would
disproportionately infringe states’ independence and hinder sustainable development in
developing countries. This risk appears perhaps most clearly in academic discussions
concerned with measuring adaptation outcomes and monitoring the achievement of the
adaptation goal under the Paris Agreement. Measuring adaptation outcomes requires a
definition of these outcomes, which, in turn, implies value-based judgments about what
adaptation should prioritize.104
The literature on measuring adaptation outcomes minces no words about the difficulty this
involves. Dupuis and Biesbroek, for instance, note ‘the indistinctness of the phenomenon that
is being measured and the fuzziness of its scope and boundaries’.105 Yet, this difficulty is
often viewed as one that expertise can overcome. The IPCC — Magnan and Ribera suggest
— could adopt ‘tracking criteria’ that would allow for the measurement of adaptation
outcomes in much the same way as the tracking of GHG emissions is used to reflect
mitigation outcomes.106 Other authors, however, have noted that the definition of such criteria
would be a ‘contentious process’107 and have questioned its desirability.108
Common adaptation metrics are part of a broader project of managerial governance
underlying proposals for an international law on climate change adaptation. This managerial
governance assumes that there is a ‘right’ way to adapt to climate change that ‘international
experts’ are best qualified to determine.109 This project is in tension with the legal principle of
the sovereignty of states in international cooperation to address climate change,110 the
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concept of subsidiarity,111 and the notion that adaptation action ought to be ‘countrydriven’.112 Common adaptation metrics, whether adopted by experts or negotiated by states,
would bypass legitimate domestic political processes when making inherently political
decisions about what adaptation should protect and what it should forfeit. Developed states
would likely have considerable influence in this process (due to their greater negotiating
power and leadership in academic research) and, thus, on determining what developing states
prioritize in their adaptation strategies. Already, the emphasis on ‘climate migration’ in both
negotiations and the literature seems to reflect developed states’ agenda of controlling
immigration more than developing states’ interest in protecting the most vulnerable within
their population.113
Rather than determining how states must adapt to climate change, an international law on
climate change adaptation could determine who ought to pay for it. Causation is irrelevant in
assessing protection needs, but it is essential when assessing moral or legal responsibilities.
The costs of adaptation in developing states raises questions of distributive and possibly
corrective justice, as well as legal questions of state responsibility.114 It is on these grounds
that developing states brought adaptation to the agenda of international negotiations in the
late 1980s.115 Article 4(4) of the UNFCCC suggested that the concept of adaptation could be
associated with something akin to ‘compensation’ — even if developed states could not agree
on using this word in the Convention.116
Over the past three decades, developed states have constantly avoided any questions of causal
responsibility and reparations. Developing states could have viewed the mention of ‘loss and
damage associated with climate change impacts in developing countries’117 in the Bali Action
Plan as a victory but, instead of an anchoring point for discussions of reparations, loss and
damage was soon treated with the same ambivalence as adaptation itself — as neither an
attempt to define substantive legal standards that should be followed in order to reduce the
impacts of climate change, nor as ‘a basis for any liability or compensation’.118 Instead of
clarifying the function of climate change adaptation, the recognition of ‘the importance of
averting, minimizing and addressing loss and damage’119 as a separate agenda item has
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merely added more intractable questions about the distinction between this and climate
change adaptation.120
5. Conclusion
A debate ought to take place as to the existence and desirability of a law on climate change
adaptation. Scholars often assume that such a law exists, or else that a legal framework would
foster more effective adaptation action. Yet, effective adaptation action does not necessarily
involve the development of a new legal field or the creation of specific categories or
dedicated institutions. The impacts of climate change may reveal some shortfalls in the law,
for instance with regard to disaster preparedness, but these shortfalls ought to be addressed in
their entirety. On the other hand, questions of responsibility and reparations should be
addressed through compensation, not by imposing additional rules and principles on those
states most affected by the impacts of climate change. The law needs to be adapted to climate
change, but there is no obvious need to adopt laws on climate change adaptation — at least
not beyond a thin procedural overlay aimed at ensuring that climate change adaptation is
mainstreamed in various fields of law and governance.
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